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Abstract — When a mariner navigates into an unfamiliar area,
he/she uses a nautical chart to familiarize him/herself with the
environment, determine the locations of hazards, and decide upon
a safe course of travel. An autonomous surface vehicle (ASV)
would gain a great advantage if, like its human counterpart, it can
learn to read and use the information from a nautical chart.
Electronic Nautical Charts (ENCs) contain extensive information
on an area, providing indications of rocks and other obstructions,
navigational aids, water depths, and shore lines. The goal of this
research is to increase an ASV’s autonomy by using ENCs to
provide guidance to the helm when its intended path, which may
be dynamically changing, is unsafe due to known hazards to
navigation, and context to its sensor measurements that are
invariably subject to uncertainty.

type and the estimated depth of the object, which is not always
encoded within the ENC. Variations in the local tides as well as the
vessel size and speed are also factors when deciding the threat level
and the vehicle’s appropriate course of action.

The approach taken in this paper divides nautical chart
awareness into two sections: obstacle avoidance and
contextualizing sensor measurements. Unplanned changes to the
ASV’s path, such as avoidance of other vessels or previously
unknown obstacles sensed by the ASV in real-time, may cause the
ASV to maneuver into an unsafe environment. Prior mission
planning, even with knowledge of nautical charts, cannot account
for these dynamic responses. Therefore, to navigate an ASV safely
through its environment, obstacle avoidance procedures have been
developed to reactively change the ASV’s path to avoid known
obstacles identified from ENCs. The ENC obstacle avoidance
procedures are implemented in a behavior-based architecture
where information on the potential threat of the nearby obstacles,
as well as the ASV’s current state, are used to penalize heading
choices that would intersect with the obstacle and, when combined
with the waypoint behavior, ensures safe travel around the
obstacle while maintaining close proximity to the original path.

The Center for Coastal and Ocean Mapping (CCOM) at the
University of New Hampshire (UNH) is investigating the use of
autonomous surface vehicles (ASVs) for bathymetric surveys
and marine science, due to their potential for force
multiplication. Many commercially available ASVs have
limited autonomy, in that their mission plans are often static with
minimal awareness of their environment. Having no a priori
knowledge of the environment leads to a dependency on the
mission planner to design a mission that will avoid all obstacles,
shoals, and shorelines. This dependency, along with a static
mission plan that does not change without human intervention,
leads to a labor intensive approach that does not scale to
management of multiple vehicles.

Identifying objects in a camera, sonar, LIDAR or other
sensor’s data can be a challenging endeavor in an ocean
environment due to the variable sea state, wind, fog, sea spray, sun
glint from the sea surface, and bubbles in the water column.
Therefore, providing a prior probability distribution for the likely
location of those objects in a sensor’s field of view has the potential
to significantly enhance object detection processing.
Contextualizing sensor measurements dynamically identifies
objects from the ENC in a sensor’s field of view and provides that
information to the sensor in real-time.
To accomplish these tasks, feature layers within a standard
ENC must be translated to a spatial database. In this database,
features are encoded with a “threat level” based on the feature

Providing an ASV the ability to read, understand, and use
nautical charts allows the ASV to safely react to known obstacles
in its environment and to increase robustness of sensor detection
algorithms. No mariner would go into an unfamiliar harbor with
restricted visibility without consulting a nautical chart.
Autonomous surface vehicles should not be an exception.
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I. INTRODUCTION

To unlock their force multiplying potential, ASVs must
utilize dynamic mission planning, which entails reacting to
changes in their environment by updating their path rather than
unconditionally following a preprogrammed list of waypoints.
However, to use dynamic mission planning, ASVs must be able
to sense obstacles in real time, typically using visual
observations, radar, and sonar measurements. However, reliable
and robust sensor operation is challenging in a marine
environment that frequently obscures a sensor’s field of view,
requires a high dynamic range to prevent saturation or underexposure, produces copious outliers that are difficult to discern,
and simply corrodes components leading to frequent sensor
failure. To deal with these conditions, human mariners augment
their understanding of their environment with nautical charts
which provide a priori knowledge of their operating
environment, guidance when the path is unclear, and context to
sensor measurements that are subject to uncertainty. Therefore,

ASVs employing dynamic mission planning can operate to great
advantage if they can learn to read and utilize nautical charts like
their human counterparts.
The goal of this research is to use Electronic Nautical Charts
(ENCs) to provide an ASV knowledge of its environment,
giving the ASV the ability to dynamically react to obstacles
safely without the need to sense things that are already known
and to give context to, and adjust confidence for, sensor
measurements that are invariably subject to uncertainty.
Providing an ASV with a holistic understanding of its
environment with ENCs increases its autonomy and decreases
the operator-ASV interaction by allowing for chart-aware
obstacle avoidance, reactive mission planning, and increased
sensor robustness and reliability.
II. PREVIOUS WORK
Considerable work has been published on object avoidance
methods in various fields of robotics. This brief review is limited
to recent work specific to marine vessels and the use of nautical
charts or similar maps in their navigation. Strategies are similar
and the work presented here represents a solution developed
within an interval-programming, behavior based architecture.
Sauze [1] developed an algorithm to determine obstacle free
paths using ray-casting on an OpenStreet map of the local area.
Sauze’s algorithm casts 150 meter rays around the desired
heading for intersections with land. If there is an intersection,
the closest clear path to the current heading with a 5-degree
buffer is chosen as the new desired heading. In this paper, a
behavior based, reactive mission planner will replace the raycasting obstacle avoidance (OA) method and the potential
obstacles will be expanded by using ENCs, which will allow for
a more robust OA system.
Larson [2], [3] split OA into the “far-field” and “near-field”
regimes. In the far-field planner, Larson used nautical charts to
determine stationary obstacles and AIS and Automated Radar
Plotting Aid contacts for moving obstacles. Once the far-field
hazards were determined, Larson created a coarse 2D obstacle
map and used the A* algorithm to determine a safe path while
maintaining proximity to the original planned path. In the nearfield, a behavior-based, common-world model was used where
all OA sensors and the 2D obstacle map were fused into a
common-world map. In this approach, arcs, whose radius is a
function of velocity and turn rate, are projected in front of the
ASV over the local world-model obstacle map and decisions are
made by a weighted voting system using votes from the fused
sensors, a free-space behavior, and the path planner. As a result,
the near-field model avoids nearby obstacles independently of
the mission. The work presented here is similar to Larson, in that
reactive OA is also implemented in a behavior-based approach.
However, the Mission Oriented Operating System (MOOS) and
the Interval Programming (IvP) Helm (described further in
Section III) are used as the behavior based infrastructure, and in
this work the reactive OA considers obstacles in a full, 360degree sector to ensure safe passage. Finally, in this work, the
obstacle’s information from nautical charts is also provided to
other sensors allowing their detection algorithms to be seeded
with a prior distribution.

Casalino [4] used a similar approach to Larson in which they
divided OA into three layers: static, moving, and short term,
reactive OA. In the static object layer, Casalino used visibility
graphs to determine collision free paths through the navigable
areas and then used Dijkstra’s Algorithm to determine the
optimal path through the static objects known a priori from a
chart server. In the moving obstacle layer, a bounding box was
defined around each moving obstacle to guarantee a safe
distance from the obstacles and A* was used to determine the
optimal path without collisions. The reactive layer was not
discussed in detail, however its goal is to be a safety fallback if
the previous two layers should fail.
III. IMPLEMENTATION
The algorithms for this paper are implemented using a
combination of MOOS [5] and the IvP Helm [6] as a backseat
driver. In a backseat-driver architecture, the backseat driver
provides speed and heading commands to the lower level
controls, who use these states to manipulate the thrusters and
control surfaces. Use of a backseat driver architecture allows
implementation in commercially available ASVs (that support
it), taking advantage of the manufacturers lower level controls,
while augmenting the vehicle’s higher level autonomy. MOOS
is a middleware application for robotics in which each process
communicates with a central database called the MOOSDB in a
publish/subscribe architecture and the IvP Helm is a MOOS
process providing a behavior based architecture for ship driving.
Behaviors may be deterministic, such as “waypoint navigation”,
“loiter” or “station keep”, in which they are run sequentially,
turning on and off as objectives are achieved. Or they may be
dynamic, such as “avoid contact”, in which they are run
concurrently with other behaviors. In either case, each behavior
produces an objective function, called an interval programming
or “IvP” function, whose axes span the parameter decision space
(typically vessel heading, speed and, for underwater vehicles,
depth). The coordinates of the peak value of the IvP function
indicate the optimal decision for the given behavior for that
iteration. IvP functions from all running behaviors are submitted
to the IvP Helm Solver on each iteration, which determines the
optimal desired speed, heading and possibly depth for all
behaviors by a weighted sum [7]. To implement nautical chart
awareness, new MOOS applications and Helm behaviors were
developed.
A simplified architecture of the implementation is shown in
Fig. 1. The red rectangles represent new MOOS applications and
behaviors, the blue shapes represent preexisting MOOS
architecture, the purple rectangle represents a non-MOOS
application, the yellow cylinder represents a non-MOOS
database, and the green hexagon represents a database
containing the raw ENCs.
ENC_Reader reads a raw nautical chart and converts it to
database suitable for real-time query. pENC_Contact monitors
the ASV’s position and publishes alerts when obstacles are in
close proximity. ENC_OA_pnt and ENC_OA_poly are IvPHelm behaviors that implement object avoidance for obstacles
with point and polygon geometries. pENC_SFoV determines
which obstacles should be within a sensor’s field of view and
publishes information on these obstacles to the MOOSDB for
use by sensor applications. pENC_WPT_Check checks the

hazard’s depth and not all objects in ENCs have recorded depths.
For example, in the ENC that encompasses the harbor for
Portsmouth, New Hampshire, there are 201 recorded underwater
rocks of which only 54 have recorded depths. Therefore, a
“threat level” attribute was defined based on quantitative
information when it is available and qualitative information,
such as the “Water Level Effect” attribute, when it is not. The
Water Level Effect describes the effect the varying tidal level
has on an object (see Table I). From the qualitative and
quantitative measurements of depth, along with the obstacle type
and draft of the vessel, objects in the ENC_DB are labeled with
a corresponding threat level that ranges from -1 to 5.
The information abstracted from the ENCs using
ENC_Reader is shown in the MOOS simulation graphical user
interface (GUI), pMarineViewer, in Fig. 2, where land is
displayed as black lines and the obstacles are shown as either
points or polygons depending on their geometry and are color
coded based upon their threat level as described in Table II. The
area that is shown in Fig. 3 is in the harbor of Portsmouth, NH
where the UNH Pier is shown in the top left corner.
Fig 1. Architecture for the MOOS implementation of nautical chart
awareness

validity of the current waypoint and skips to the next waypoint
when the vehicle reaches a user defined distance if the waypoint
lies within an obstacle in the ENC. These processes are
described in detail below.
A. ENC Reader
The purpose of ENC_Reader is to convert raw ENCs from
the S-57 format [8] to an easily accessible database, ENC_DB,
containing the latitude and longitude of each obstacle along with
the obstacle type (e.g. rock, wreck, buoy, sounding, land, etc.)
and a threat level (defined below). This conversion allows the
ASV to preemptively filter all unnecessary information giving
the ASV the ability to quickly query the ENC_DB for potential
hazards to navigation. The database is sorted such that obstacles
of the same geometry (e.g. point, polygon, or line) are placed
together so that the ASV can respond to each geometry type
differently.
Not all obstacles in the ocean environment are hazardous to
all vessels due to varying vessel dimensions and draft. To assess
the threat that an obstacle poses to the vessel, one must know the
TABLE I.

Fig. 2. Information from the ENC_DB for the area around UNH’s Pier in
Portsmouth, NH shown using MOOS’s pMarineViewer

TABLE II.

DESCRIPTION OF WATER LEVEL EFFECT ATTRIBUTE

Water Level
Index

Minimum Distance (m)

Threat
Level

DESCRIPTION OF THREAT LEVEL
Obstacle Attributes
General Description

Color

1

Partly Submerged at High Water

-1

Landmark

Violet

2

Always Dry

0

No Threat

Green

3

Always Underwater/Submergered

1

Deep Threat

Yellow-Green

4

Covers and Uncovers

2

Little Threat

Yellow

5

Awash

3

Medium Threat

Orange

6

Subject to Indundation or Flooding

4

Great Threat

7

Floating

5

Landmass

Red
Black

Fig. 3. Plan-view of a mission in Portsmouth, NH shown using MOOS’s pMarineViewer where pENC_Contact is used to highlight obstacles in close
proximity to the ASV with point geometry (left) and polygon geometry (right) where the blue dots are the minimum distance from the ASV to the
polygon obstacle plus a safety buffer and the white dots are minimum and maximum angle from the ASV plus a safety buffer.

B. ENC Contact
The MOOS application pENC_Contact determines which
objects from the ENC are within a predetermined search radius.
It does not determine the next state of the vehicle, but instead
publishes information on the obstacles in the ASV’s immediate
vicinity with a threat level greater than zero. The size and shape
of the search area is dependent on the vessel size and speed, but
is set to a square centered on the ASV’s current position for the
simulations presented.
The left image of Fig. 3 provides a plan-view of a mission in
Portsmouth Harbor in which the ASV’s planned path, shown
with the white line, goes through multiple obstacles with point
geometry of threat level 4. pENC_Contact publishes a variable
containing the position, obstacle type and threat level for each
obstacle with point geometry within the search area to the
MOOSDB.
The right image of Fig. 3 shows another scenario in
Portsmouth Harbor in which the ASV’s planned path traverses
through multiple land masses. For each obstacle with polygon
geometry within the search area, pENC_Contact publishes a

Fig. 4.

variable describing the obstacle type and threat level as well as
the position of the minimum distance from the obstacle to the
ASV (shown with a blue dot) and the minimum and maximum
angle from the obstacle to the ASV’s current location (shown
with white dots). Each one of these positions are calculated with
a safety buffer around the obstacle (here set to 2.5 m).
C. ENC Sensor Field of View
Due to the unpredictable nature of the ocean environment,
sensor processing can be very challenging. To help address that
issue, pENC_SFoV indicates which obstacles from an ENC
should be in a sensors field of view. The application is provided
with each sensor’s installation angle with respect to the boats
heading and the sensor’s field of view. In this proof of concept
design, pENC_SFoV does not process sensor data itself. Instead,
it publishes what objects from the ENC should be in the sensor’s
field of view. This information can be used as a prior probability
distribution for detection of these known objects by other
sensor-specific algorithms. Using this prior distribution in
sensor processing allows one to improve parameter estimates by
incorporating preexisting knowledge from the ENCs before
analyzing the sensor data. In the example shown in Fig. 4, a

Plan-view of a mission near Star and Lunging Island in Rye, NH shown using MOOS’s pMarineViewer in which pENC_SFoV highlights the
landmarks, navigational aids, and underwater obstacles (left) and the output from pENC_SFoV’s GUI describing the highlighted objects (right)

Waypoint

Combined

ENC_OA_pnt

Fig. 5. IvP functions from a mission in a rocky area in Portsmouth, NH (plan-view of the mission is the top left image of Fig. 7), where the left image
shows the IvP function from MOOS’s Waypoint Behavior, the middle image shows the IvP function for ENC_OA_pnt, and the right image is the
combination of the two IvP functions that is used to determine the ASVs next state.

Waypoint

Fig 6.

ENC_OA_poly

Combined

IvP functions from a mission in an area near White Island in Kittery, ME (plan-view of the mission is the top right image of Fig. 8), where the left
image shows the IvP function from MOOS’s Waypoint Behavior, the middle image shows the IvP function for ENC_OA_poly, and the right image
is the combination of the two IvP functions that is used to determine the ASVs next state.

hypothetical fixed camera with a ship-relative field of view
shown with the blue lines is provided to pENC_SFoV and
pENC_SFoV determines which objects the camera should see.
Algorithms attempting to detect these objects for navigation or
obstacle avoidance are thereby provided guidance on what and
where to detect. In this way, pENC_SFoV can seed image
processing algorithms by indicating, for example, that a red
navigation aid should be within the field of view. Or conversely
that the large red object in the field of view corresponds to the
known location of a red navigation aid.
D. ENC Waypoint Check
The purpose of pENC_WPT_Check is to determine if the
next waypoint in a pre-planned mission happens to fall onshore
or within a shallow depth contour that poses a threat to the ASV
(generally threat level 3 or greater) and if it does, skip to the next
waypoint once reaching a user defined buffer distance. When
planning a survey in which lines must be run orthogonal to an
irregular shoreline, pENC_WPT_Check allows the mission
planner to overlap a rectangular survey plan with land with
confidence that the ASV will not run aground. Additionally,
both human and artificial intelligence mission planners
occasionally make mistakes and this application helps ensure
those mistakes do not result in unnecessary groundings.
E. ENC OA Behaviors
In MOOS, the planned path is defined using waypoints and
it is implemented using a waypoint behavior over the domain of
speed and heading. On each control iteration, each behavior
produces an IvP function, which is a surface whose peak
indicates to the optimal speed and heading for the ASV for that

individual behavior. All active behaviors send IvP functions to
the IvP Solver, which combines the IvP functions in a weighted
sum to determine the desired heading and speed of the vessel.
To avoid obstacles found using pENC_Contact, OA behaviors
have been developed to produce IvP functions to avoid the areas
that are categorized as potential threats. Obstacle avoidance is
accomplished using ENC_OA_pnt for obstacles with point
geometry and ENC_OA_poly for obstacles with polygon
geometry.
1) ENC_OA_pnt
ENC_OA_pnt creates an IvP function that is at a maximum
at all acceptable headings, allowing unrestricted travel in those
directions. Undesirable headings are indicated in the IvP
function by a negative Gaussian depression whose amplitude is
given by the cost function in (1) and whose sigma is given by
(2). The width and amplitude of the undesirable headings,
represented by the inverted Gaussian, are increased as the vessel
approaches objects to provide a larger safety margin.
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Fig. 5 shows the IvP Function for the waypoint behavior (left
image), ENC_OA_pnt (middle image), and the weighted
combination of the two IvP Functions used in the IvP Solver
(right image). In these surfaces, heading is plotted azimuthally

Fig. 7. Plan-views of a mission in a rocky area in Portsmouth, NH using MOOS’s pMarineViewer where the ASV reactively changes its course off of the
planned path around the rocks (red points) using ENC_OA_pnt. The IvP function shown in the first three images are the combined result from the
waypoint and obstacle avoidance behaviors.

where North (towards the back) indicates zero degrees and
increases counterclockwise and speed is plotted radially with 0
knots at the center. The utility of the states is shown using height
and color, where dark red indicates the most optimal decision
and blue indicates the least optimal decision. The optimal
decision for each behavior or combination of behaviors is shown
with the pink line.
The simulation in Fig. 7 shows how the ASV stays on the
planned path when there are no obstacles nearby and maintains
a close proximity to the planned path while avoiding obstacles
with point geometry.
2) ENC_OA_poly
ENC_OA_poly also creates an IvP function that is at a
maximum at all acceptable headings. However, undesirable
headings are indicated by an asymmetrical “V” shaped
depression in the IvP function in which the endpoints of the “V”
are the minimum and maximum angle from the obstacle to the
ASV’s current location plus a safety buffer, given by (3), and
the center point of the “V” is the angle of the minimum distance
from the obstacle to the ASV. The magnitude of each point of
the “V” shaped depression is given by the cost function in (1).
As the vessel approaches objects, the safety buffer increases to
provide a larger safety margin.
20
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 ≤ 100
𝑆𝑎𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑦 𝐵𝑢𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟 = {
20 + (𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑀𝐼𝑁 ∗ 2)2 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 > 100

(3)

Fig. 6 shows the IvP Function for the waypoint behavior (left
image), ENC_OA_poly (middle image), and the weighted

combination used in the IvP Solver (right image). Fig. 8 shows
a simulated mission where the planned path intersects White
Island near Kittery, ME multiple times. Using ENC_OA_poly,
the planned path dynamically changes to avoid the islands.
Using ENC_OA_pnt and ENC_OA_poly for reactive
mission planning has shown to allow the ASV to change its
planned path to avoid the potential threats found in ENCs in
complex environments including those with obstacles with point
(Fig. 7) and polygon (Fig. 8) geometries in MOOS simulation.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Static mission planning severely limits the feasibility of
ASVs. Without a dynamic mission planner, a human operator
must supervise the ASV and account for all obstacles in its
environment. The ability to understand and use ENCs gives the
ASV a great advantage by allowing the ASV to dynamically
change its planned path safely and give context to sensor
measurements that are subject to uncertainty.
However, as shown in [1]-[4], reactive mission planning is
not a suitable replacement for far-field mission planning.
Consider the scenario in Fig. 9 where the planned path between
waypoints intersects a large island. When the near-field mission
planner described in Section III is used alone, the ASV cannot
find a suitable course to arrive at the desired waypoint. The next
step in this research is to incorporate a far-field mission planner
that would guarantee that the ASV will reach the desired
waypoints, if possible.
There are several key limitations in using ENCs as the only
data source. As discussed in Section III, many objects in ENCs

Fig. 8. Plan-views of a mission near White Island in Kittery, ME using MOOS’s pMarineViewer where the ASV reactively changes its course from the
planned path to prevent running aground using ENC_OA_poly. The IvP function shown in the first three images are the combined result from the
waypoint and obstacle avoidance behaviors.

are missing important information and the most egregious
omission is depth. Without an estimate of the object’s least
depth, it is difficult to immediately assess the threat to
navigation. Also, if the object’s position uncertainty was given,
probabilistic OA methods could be more easily implemented.
Additionally, data on an ENC are referenced to a local tidal
datum (mean lower low water in the US). Therefore, a tidal
model is needed to convert depths from the chart datum to values
the ASV is likely to measure. Finally, ENCs are a compilation
of many datasets that in some places predate modern sonar and

positioning systems. As such, their utility for precise navigation
by robotic systems can be limited and should be evaluated using
source diagrams and other ancillary information.
Nautical charts in the form of ENCs have large potential to
increase autonomy of ASVs. ENCs give information on a wide
range of potential obstacles from coastline to underwater rocks
to buoys and landmarks. The information is easily accessed and
need not require sophisticated onboard sensor processing to
avoid these many known features. Moreover, if ASVs are to be
used in the open ocean they will be responsible (perhaps legally
so) for what is already known and provided to other mariners.
Therefore, an understanding of ENCs is essential.
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